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Since its inception, GL has conducted workshops on the following themes: covering gender violence; gender,
HIV/AIDS and the media, as well as gender, elections and the media. These workshops have involved building
links with media training institutions; developing training material; producing a supplement as part of the training;
as well as training of trainer courses. The economy is a natural next thematic area of work. It has a close fit to
the governance programme.   In 2005/2006, GL developed a training manual called Business Unusual, Gender
and the Economy, with the support of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and a reference group of the Gender and
Media Trainers Network. The manual is being used in training in seven Southern African countries in 2006/2008,
with Mauritius hosting the first of these training workshops.

By Loga  Virahsawmy,
GL Board member and President, Media Watch Organisation

Business Unusual was indeed unusual in Mauritius. It is not everyday that we come across declarations
that turn into commitments with immediate implementation. Gender activists are fighting tooth and
nail to get their respective Heads of States and Governments to turn Commitments and Conventions
into implementation but in Mauritius the launch of the Business Unusual training workshop on 15th

May 2006 served as a catalyst.

Minister of Women’s Rights, Child Development, Family Welfare and Consumer Protection I. Seebun, Minister
of Finance who is also Vice Prime Minister R. Sithanen opened the workshop. The first one associated herself with
the good work of Media Watch Organisation-GEMSA while the Minister of Finance chose this platform to make
a few commitments on the eve of the presentation of the 2006-2007 budget.

Both Gender Links and Media Watch Organisation – GEMSA took great pride when the Minister of Finance said
how encouraging it was to see these organisations making the utmost to bring issues like gender and economic
reporting in the limelight, to thrash them out and to act on them. He gave a “special recognition to Gender Links
for its pioneering work to facilitate women’s empowerment, gender mainstreaming and the achievement of gender
equality in our region.”

The Minister added that giving voices to all segments of society is intrinsic to participation, citizenship and
democracy. He talked about bridging the gender gaps, the gender dimensions of macroeconomic policies, budgets,
trade work and business not well understood by policy makers. He highlighted the role of media decision makers
and practitioners and how women play an extremely important role in the economy that remains unrecognised,
undervalued and invisible. “Very rare is the economy seen through the gendered lens. Women’s unpaid work
contributes significantly to household and community welfare and the economic advancement,” the Minister
added.

While we were editing our supplement of “Business Unusual” we got a call in the newsroom of L’Express.  No!
It was not one of the participants wanting to change his/her story but the Minister himself asking us to send
concrete proposals for women’s empowerment to be included in the budget.

The Minister meant business at
our “Business Unusual”. In the
2006/2007 budget, he earmarked
seven billion rupees for the
economic empowerment of
vulnerable groups, noting that
85% of those who lost their jobs
were women. The budget
allocated a further five billion
rupees to bring social justice,
giving access to land, training and
skills to those who want to set up
small scale industries.

Business Unusual:
Gender, economy and the media

Unusual indeed!!!

Opening of Business
Unusual in Mauritius


